
 

September 21, 2015 
 
Dr Richard Chadwick 
General Manager, Adjudication 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
CANBERRA  ACT  2601 
 
Sent via email 
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Australian Cotton Shippers Association – application for authorisation A91505 

– interested party consultation 
 
Auscott Limited is a large integrated grower, processor (“ginner”) and 
marketer of Australian Cotton. The company operates farms and gins in the 
Gwydir, Namoi, Macquarie and Murrumbidgee valleys in NSW and sources 
cotton from growers in these valleys as well as the Murray and Lachlan 
Valleys and Queensland Border rivers. As a merchant, Auscott sells over 
300,000 bales in an average season, around half of which is our own farms’ 
production. 
 
Being integrated through the supply chain, Auscott is keenly aware of the 
importance of clear market signals back to the farmer and hence our own 
internal payment structure (from our marketing division back to our farms) is 
structured the same as for our external grower customers and uses the same 
premium and discount (“p&d”) schedules for quality. It is important that our 
farm staff receive clear and timely signals about the quality of their product 
and its value to our mill customers, to guide our production practices on farm. 
 
Auscott believes that objective measurement by the latest science and HVI 
technology is the most repeatable, transparent and fairest way to assess the 
product and therefore on which to base pricing. 
 
We also note that the world is moving in this direction with the International 
Cotton Association and International Cotton Advisory Council both supporting 
objective HVI measurement of colour. Furthermore, the new World Cotton 
Futures Contract which is expected to provide significant benefits to growers 
of non-US cotton will use HVI measurement of colour for valuing bales 
delivered against the contract. 
 
To gain first hand knowledge of the impact of any change to HVI classing, 
Auscott has this year paid our own farms based on HVI colour measurement 
and our own proposed p&d sheet. The results for each of our 4 farms are 
presented below, along with the results from the 2014 crop when assessed 
against the same p&d schedule: 



Premiums/Discounts $AUD/bale difference HVI from visual class for COLOUR 
ONLY 
 Farm 1 Farm 2 Farm 3 Farm 4 Total 
2015 -$0.54 $6.78 -$0.28 $0.00 $0.78 
2014 $11.47 -$1.77 -$1.75 No crop $2.42 

 
Note that the p&d schedule we used was slightly different to the “example” 
p&d presented by ACSA at the last Australian Cotton Conference. This is an 
important point as the schedule used was our marketing manager’s best 
interpretation of the end market values, the same method used to create and 
adjust p&d schedules under the current visual colour classing system.  
 
Each merchant uses their own particular p&d schedule based on their own 
knowledge of the market (and their own mill customer mix). The strong 
competition between the 17 Australian merchants drives them to deliver the 
market values as accurately as possible to growers in an effort to source the 
cotton they need to satisfy their mill customers. 
 
Although on average the Auscott farms were paid slightly more for their crop 
this year using the new HVI colour p&d schedule, we view this difference as 
inconsequential and yet it apportioned value from our sales effectively 
between our farms, with Farm 2 clearly benefitting from removal of the “cliff 
face” discounts that current visual colour class p&d’s can bring. 
 
Auscott believes in using the best science and most repeatable, transparent 
and fair measurement systems in our business and our industry and will 
continue to base our internal payments on HVI colour. 
 
We trust that this information assists ACCC in its deliberation on this issue 
and would be happy to answer any questions or provide further information 
upon request. 
 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
Harvey Gaynor 
CEO 
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